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Programming and Analyzing
How to work with R

In my experience, data analysis is usually an iterative process:

1 Massage data (merge datasets, select the items you want to analyze,
ensure measures are created properly, etc)

2 Call some procedure to do analytic step (e.g. look at 2x2 table)

3 Interpret output & generate new questions (back to step 1 or 2)

In SAS (& SPSS(?)), data massage mostly happens in DATA statements
and analysis mostly happens in PROC steps.

In R, there’s no formal separation between massage and analysis: we use
similar functions for both.
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Programming and Analyzing
Getting abstract for a moment...

Most data massage and analysis procedures actually have similar components:

1 Three classes of thing you tell the statistical program:
1 What type of operation to do
2 How specifically to do it
3 A dataset to do it on

2 Two types of thing happen when you run the code:
1 Changes get made to the data
2 Output or results are returned

Let’s look at how this plays out in SAS, SPSS, and R...
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Programming and Analyzing
Function input (SAS example)

In SAS:

1 The type of thing to do is the DATA or PROC XYZ statement.
2 The dataset to use is specified with data=XYZ for a PROC step and set

XYZ; for a data step.
3 And everything else is how specifically to do it.

For example, consider the following SAS statement:

PROC FREQ DATA=XYZ; table X*Y/missing; RUN;

FREQ is the type of thing.
XYZ is the dataset (and the X*Y specifies the columns).
/missing is how specifically to do the FREQ
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Programming and Analyzing
Function input (SPSS example)

In SPSS:

1 The type of thing to do is the statement type.
2 The dataset is implicit based on a previous DATA statement.
3 And everything else is how specifically to do it.

For example, consider the following SPSS statement:

crosstabs

/tables X by Y

/missing=report

crosstabs is the type of thing.
the current dataset is the dataset (and X by Y specifies the columns).
/missing= report indicates how specifically to do the crosstab
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Programming and Analyzing
Function input in R

In R:

1 The type of thing to do is the function name type.
2 The dataset and how specifically to do it are both parameters to the

function.

For example, consider the following R statement:

table(XYZ$X, XYZ$Y, na.rm=TRUE)

table is the type of thing.
XYZ$X and XYZ$Y are the data.
na.rm=TRUE is how specifically to handle missing data
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Programming and Analyzing
Function output in R

We said that most analytic steps have two types of effects:

1 Changes made to the data
2 Output or results returned

In SAS and SPSS:

1 There is an output window that displays the results of an analytic
procedure.

2 Some procedures change data and others do not. The programmer knows
which procedures modify the data

In R:

1 An analytic function typically returns an object whose default display is
the result of interest.

2 If the programmer wants data modified by the procedure, she or he usually
works with the return value of the function in the next programming step.
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Programming and Analyzing
Function output in R

Consider the R statement

table(XYZ$X, XYZ$Y, na.rm=TRUE)

This is a function that returns an object (a 2x2 matrix, in this case) whose
default visualization looks like a 2x2 table.

If you want a chi-square test on that 2x2 table, you can use the output from
the table function as the input to the chisq.test function as follows:

chisq.test(table(XYZ$X, XYZ$Y, na.rm=TRUE))

Using return values rather than side effects is characteristic of a functional
programming model of language design.

Reminder: If this all seems too complicated or abstract, don’t worry for now.
Let it wash over you now and it will become more clear after using R more.
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Functional Programming
More on functions: How R functions get evaluated

Now let’s consider a statement we looked at previously:

log(exp(8))

R evaluates this statement from the inside out:

R evaluates exp(8) and computes (e8), returning (approximately) 2981.
R evaluates log(<return value of (e8)>), returning 8.
Nothing uses log(<return value of (e8)>)’s return value, so it returns to
the console.

This may help you understand the difference we noted previously between

y <- 5/9*(68-32) #assignment (no display)

(y <- 5/9*(68-32)) #assignment (display)

...but if it doesn’t, don’t worry about it for now.
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Why Functional Programming?
R functions

There are two very nice features of the functional programming model:

Functional programming allows referential transparency

if functions cannot contain state, debugging is much easier
i.e. you can easily step through the process by which results were computed

Functional programming makes higher-order functions (functions which
apply or create functions) much simpler. Higher-order functions allow a
form of programming that can be simpler:

for looping over data
for abstracting framework away from details

General tip

The less one part of your code knows about the details of another (e.g. sample
selection vs. regression), the simpler it is to read and write.
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